Confetti squares
Materials needed:
Black linen 140 by 120cm
Fusible batting (vlieseline 320 ) 70 x 90 cm
Black sewing thread
Thick water soluble stabiliser ca 60 x 45 cm
16 different pieces of fabric 11x22cm for the
squares.
Vliesofix 90 x 45 cm
Heavy fusible stabilizer 15x45cm
Matching thread for the squares, i used metallic
and sliver threads. ( I like bling!)
Various glassbeads ca 3 mm for decoration
This is how to do it:
1. Start by cutting a piece 85x140cm from the black linen

2. Cut the fusible batting 85x70 cm and press it on half of the
linen piece. Fold over so the batting is in the middle. Quilt as
you wish. Quilt all over the piece. You can use straight quilting
or freehand quilting with the 6d foot as i did.

3. Cut the quilted piece to 60x80 cm. Sew around the edge by zigzag.
Use the felling foot for this, it will leave the edge clean and nice.

4. Mark a line 10 cm from the edge and another line 5 cm further in.
This will be the marking for cutting. Sew straight stitch with short
stitches in the lines. This will hold the edges in place when you cut

them out later in the process.

5.
Cut vliesofix 11x22cm. You will need 16 of these.
Press them to the wrong side of your 11x22cm fabric pieces If
you cut out the squares like i did you will get a lot of squares to
use and not so much waste!

6.
Now comes the fun
part! Lay out the squares on the
quilted piece. Move them around
and play with them to find a
pleasing arrangement. Remove the backing paper and press
them in place. There vill be leftover squares, but we need
them later put hem aside for now.

7.
Time to cut the frame. It is a little bit nervous,
but it will be fine! Cut close to the seam you made at point 4
above. It should look like
the picture at left when you
are done.
8. Cut stripes of water soluble stabilizer 8cm wide. Place
them over the opening and tape them in place by using
painters masking tape or similar

9.
Use black thread and start sewing stitches over
the opening. I prefer using the patchwork foot for this.

10. When you are finished it is time to remove the
masking tape and to cut away excess soluble plastic

11.
Now it should look something ike the picture
above at the right!

12.
Chose the seam 4:2:2
(irregular zig zag with a straight edge) and
sew around the opening in the frame. Do
not sew arund the edges of the squares yet,
this comes in the next step!

13. Change to one of your fancy, glittering threads and start
sewing around the edges of the squares! Use the same

stitches as you did when edging the frame or other decorative stitches. Its up to you!.

14.
Time to do the edges of the quilt and the hanging
supports. Cut four squares 10x10cm from the reamining linen and
fold them diagonally. This is the four hanging supports.

15.
Stitch a triangle in
every corner at the wrong side
of the quilt, shown in the picture
at the right.
16. Time to make the binding for the quilt. I like to use the
new quilt binder tool for this. There will be instructions
included with the tool. Cut three strips 1 ¾ inch och join
them together. Press the seam allowances away from
each other. Start at a place where you will be putting the
extra squares later. This will make the join less visible if you dont get it right the first time
*smile*

17. Let´s remove the soluble stabilizer! Put the quilt in the
kitchen sink and rinse the stabilizer away. You probably need
to rub gentle to remove all stabilizer

18.
After rinsing, press out excess water and
leave the quilt to dry on a bathtowel. Stretch the quilt
to the right form when it is wet.

19.
Decoration
time!! Thread glass or plastic
beads on a double thread

20.
Start sewing the beads on
with the bead foot. Use zig zag and put the
pearls in the opening of the foot when you
wish. This will make an irregular beading
that looks great! Secure the thread you
used for threading the beads when you are
finished beading.

21.
Press the heavy interfacing on a piece o flinen. Press
some leftover squares on top of the interfacing. Cut out the squares.

22. Stitch around the edges with decorative stitches. I
Used the irregular zigzag again.. I love it!!

23.
Decorate your quilt with the
squares you just made. Put hem outside the edges
of the quilt and on top of aech other. Put some on
the quilt surface as well. Play!!
24.
Finish by cutting a hanging rod that
fits between the triangles on the back. You can
use one at the top and another at the bottom to
make the quilt hanging better!
Congratulatins, your quilt is ready, hope you
enjoyed making it, i did!
//Mikael

